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Working simultaneously at multiple scales, this thesis focuses on the process 

of making, a process of iterative spatial studies and the making of integrated scales of 

threshold between city and water.  At the urban scale, a rich and layered threshold 

condition between city and water, public and private, and integral movement systems 

reconnects the city of Baltimore, Maryland with its post-industrial edge along South 

Clinton Street.  At the community, campus, and building scales, an integration of film 

making, viewing and education creates a threshold between residential and industrial 

functions of the site.  At the detail scale, material and specific connections enhance 

the concept and experience of threshold.  Technology advancements during the 

twentieth century expanded industrial ports and the city of Baltimore, though 

subsequently caused a physical disconnection between city and water.  As industry 

moves away, the opportunity to reconnect post-industrial cities to the water’s edge is 

ineluctable.   
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Preface 

This thesis began with an astounding fascination in threshold, and its potential 

to transcend all scales of architecture, urbanism, social, cultural, temporal, 

programmatic and spatial diagrams.  The search for precedents, some through 

experience and others found through research, was exhilarating.  What began as a 

search for five, ten or twelve precedents to analyze and diagram, quickly grew to a 

list of over fifty examples of threshold.  No two precedents were alike, and admittedly 

some were hastily added to the list upon discovering an alluring perspective or unique 

use of materials and form.  Other precedents were deemed “appropriate” for my list 

because of their more traditional understandings and representations of threshold.  

This led to an intense analysis and defining of a question, what is threshold.  After all, 

how could the historically acclaimed and respected Barcelona Pavilion be in the same 

matrix of threshold analysis as a small restaurant in Pasadena, California.   

The answer, threshold is an architectural concept that can be experienced and 

achieved through seemingly infinite lenses and scales of inquiry.  Another question 

arose regarding how to design a process of evaluating the drastically different 

precedent studies with the same lens.  A matrix, a system able to simultaneously 

understand a series of differing variable, was created to respond to the polemic of 

how to equivalently evaluate drastically different precedents.  If all of the plans, 

sections, etc. could be compiled in a matrix, and then extracted from each precedent a 

basic diagram of how threshold is achieved and with what architectural language, I 

could begin to see beyond stylistic biases and understand the basic diagrams of 

threshold.   
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Matrix after matrix was laid out, like the generating or plotting of coordinates 

along the x and y axis in search of a line or parabola.  An attempt was made to define 

the “x-axis” as architectural languages, ranging from layering to expansion and 

compression.  Then, the “y-axis” might be modes of architectural representation, from 

section to perspective to axonometric studies.  Scenarios were laid out where the 

precedents were placed along an “axis” organized by the scale of the project, from 

single family home to urban waterfront.  The time spent analyzing how to evaluate 

these precedents revealed more lenses and levels of inquiry in the realm of threshold.  

An “x,y graph” could not capture the depth of study I desired, which was something 

closer to a four-dimensional understanding than an orthogonal drawing.   

However, with an A1 meeting quickly approaching, I began to make diagrams 

necessary to communicate how different precedents conveyed threshold.  As these 

diagrams began to fill the spots of the matrix my excitement grew.  I was beginning 

to understand and develop basic axonometric or experiential ways designers have 

articulated threshold within the making of architecture.  Focus shifted toward the 

architectural languages used in each precedent study.  A language could transcend 

scales or styles, even time of design and construction methods, and what if two or 

more languages were used within the same project!   

This “four-dimensional” matrix I was dreaming about, phenomenal in theory, 

proved unachievable in the time frame of a pro-thesis semester while also engaged in 

another graduate level studio.  My focus shifted towards understanding the 

architectural languages used to create threshold experiences, and the search for a site 
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which could accommodate a thesis rooted in the spatially rich study of threshold at all 

scales of inquiry.  
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Chapter 1: Sculpting A Thesis 

A conglomeration of travel, studio explorations, diagramming, readings and 

experiencing astounding sequences of architecture led me to the sculpting of a thesis around 

the architectural concept of threshold.  My studies in Scandinavia, during the summer of 

2010, presented various post-industrial waterfronts in the region.  The transformation of these 

places into vibrant communities, many similar, though each with distinct architectural 

differences, was remarkable.  It is a new(er) typology of urban planning, the transformation 

of a once thriving harbor to meet the needs of a contemporary city, and most importantly to 

provide a connection for its residents.   

 A parallel fascination occurred as our class analyzed multiple civic, residential and 

religious spaces throughout the Scandinavian region.  This was not the first time I had 

travelled abroad, but the first time I encountered a deeper understanding of space, sequence 

and movement.  I found myself in awe of threshold, in awe of the spatially rich movement 

systems inherent in architecture, inherent in its connection with landscape, inherent in its 

subtleties, which were in fact made possible by complex systems of relationships.   

 I discovered a connection between the Otaniemi and Vitiala Chapels.  Both were 

religious spaces with a linear system of movement and exquisite overlapping spaces, though 

formed extremely different experiences.  After a series of diagrams, the main difference was 

the Otaniemi Chapel sequence moved parallel to the figural space, and the Vitalia Chapel 

perpendicular.  This ninety-degree rotation created substantial experiential and spatial 

differences.  It became evident how many variations of threshold are possible, how many 

scales threshold can function within, and the extent of which the basic threshold diagrams I 

made on site could be expanded upon.   
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Figure 1: Diagrams of Otaniemi Chapel, Spatial Relationships 

 

Figure 2: Diagram of Vitiala Chapel 
  

An opportunity presented itself.  Threshold is the ultimate experience of the in 

between: in between spaces, in between programmatic zones, in between public and private, 
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in between solid and void, in between movement systems, in between layers.  The 

possibilities are endless, but what connected these thoughts was the potential to occupy an 

ambiguous transitional space, and for that space to generate a new use, function or 

architectural language.  This thesis was sculpted as an investigation of integral scales of 

threshold, from the urban scale to the scale of a connection or detail, testing a specific 

premise of architecture as a series of thresholds within overlapping spaces.   

 

Definition of Threshold 

The word threshold originates from the construction of an exterior door and the raised 

piece of wood that held thresh (straw placed on the ground as a floor covering) in place.  This 

piece of wood, which you literally stepped over to transition from an indoor to outdoor space, 

was called the thresh-hold.  As this term evolved, it was generally understood as an area 

where you transition between inside and outside, a porch, entry foyer, etc.   

As an architectural concept, threshold, at its most basic understanding, is the 

experience of the in-between, a transition between two spaces.  The potential to inhabit this 

zone of threshold, or to expand the realm of threshold throughout a movement sequence has 

infinite experiential possibilities.   This thesis is an investigation of threshold within the 

construct of live, space, and image.  The inherent spatial overlap of threshold conditions will 

enhance the experience of everyday life.  The study of space and image in the form of 

physical and digital modeling, along with two-dimensional representation will develop a rich, 

transformative process to facilitate a threshold language.  This language will be implemented 

at various scales to rethink the way we live, use space, and develop image in an urban 

environment.   
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Regardless of the language, representation or scale of a threshold, the one constant is 

movement.  An implication of movement, between one space to another, is required in order 

to create a threshold condition.  The physical architecture can remain stagnant, and an 

individual can experience threshold without moving, however a transition or implied 

movement or connection between two or more spaces is fundamental in order to create a 

threshold condition.  This movement does not have to occur from outside to inside, as 

defined by the origination of the term threshold, but from one space to another, from one 

language or architectural idea to another.   

This could be thought of, though is not limited to, the transition between 

programmatic zones, between public and private space, from a solid to void space, or the 

inhabitance of simultaneous, layered spaces within its overlap.  There are infinite lenses and 

scales of inquiry that apply to a threshold condition.  Though, in many existing spaces the 

transition is harsh, thoughtless and underutilized.  Rather than viewing the threshold between 

two spaces, as a monotonous transition zone, why not view the threshold as the space that 

holds an opportunity to integrate aspects of the two spaces?  Why not focus on creating 

spatially rich thresholds, rather than the space itself?  Why not make every space have a 

relationship to its surroundings and create continuous threshold sequences throughout the 

entire building, urban edge, etc.?  These are the basic questions that underlie this thesis 

proposal.   
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Parameters of Process 

Working simultaneously at multiple physical scales, this thesis will focus on the 

process of making, a process of iterative spatial studies and the making of integrated scales of 

threshold between city and water.  The scales of study include:  

 
XL: urban relationships of the greater post-industrial waterfront  
L: contextual or spatial relationships within a module of buildings  
M: spatial relationships within a building or urban room  
S: spatial relationships of a space or room within the building 
XS: details that enhance the threshold and spatial relationships.   

  
 

Five lenses of inquiry have been established to critically analyze precedents, existing 

site conditions and threshold opportunities at multiple scales, they are:  

 
EDGE  (or the absence of) juxtapositions of natural and man-made  
SECTION  quality and specific spatial relationship achieved 
LAYERING  (and the delamination of) technique of integrating systems  

of function or form or information with potential overlap 
MOVEMENT  systems of relationships between visitors, residents,  

                                    pedestrians, vehicles, toward and along the water 
FIELDS  perception and inhabitance of multiple/simultaneous spatial zones 

 
  
 Within these parameters of inquiry, an identification of architectural devices and 

languages used to achieve a threshold condition will be studied both in isolation and in 

context of its relationship to the whole.  The isolation and distillation of the spatial conditions 

at its most basic diagram will ask questions such as: 

 

 Where can this be integrated within the site? 
 What are the opportunities programmatically? 
 What scales can this be applied? 
 What does this accomplish? 
 How can this work with other isolated conditions to form a sequence? 
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As the thesis evolves, a focus on one, two, three or a combination of multiple lenses 

of inquiry and architectural languages may take priority.  The making of a post-industrial 

waterfront edge into an experiential and occupiable series of thresholds will provide physical 

and visual connections between the city, its residents and the water.  This thesis is intended to 

be a continual process of making at multiple scales to discover and create connections 

between lenses, languages and scales.       
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Chapter 2: Initial Threshold Matrix 

Threshold is without scale.  It can be explored from the urban to the human scales, 

and in reference to how a detail or materiality enhances the concept.  It is understood and 

experienced through various modes of representation including plan, section, perspective, 

axonometric, diagrammatic and physical studies.  The languages used in the various scales 

and representation methods are, however, the same.  A wide range of precedent studies 

explore threshold at every scale, representation and language possible to create a matrix of 

threshold and the language categories below.    

 

 

Figure 3: Initial Threshold Matrix 
 
  

The first formal study of this thesis was the creation of a threshold matrix studying 

multiple precedents at all physical scales.  Each precedent exhibited a threshold condition, 

supported by one or more architectural languages at varying scales, from spatial or 

programmatic diagrams to overall form, massing and urban relationships.  This investigation 

resulted in the identification of architectural languages and grouping this study into an 

overall diagram displaying images and diagrams of precedents within their language category 
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or categories and their relationship to the whole.  The findings are as follows, organized by 

the architectural languages.  

 

Expansion and Compression 

Expansion, as a threshold language, refers to the experience of moving from a 

compressed area of space to an expanded area of space.  In plan, this could indicate the 

process of moving through a narrow corridor to the main public space, which is generously 

expanded in width.  In section this might refer to the change of ceiling or floor planes, 

moving from a space that is nine feet tall, for example, to one that is triple in height.  The 

reverse language of Expansion is, of course, Compression.  The ability to control one’s 

experience through expansion and compression is a very powerful architectural concept.  

Historically, this has formed some of the most intense and appreciated public, private and 

religious sequences.  

 

Figure 4:Section Drawing of Otaniemi Chapel 
  

The Otaniemi Technical University Chapel, by Heikki and Kaija Siren, succeeds in 

transitioning from the expanded natural forest, to an exterior courtyard with the vertical bell 
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tower element, into a compressed zone of poche and finally into the expanded chapel with a 

ceiling sloping back towards the exterior courtyard.  The threshold within this chapel is 

seamless and gradual, yet dramatic as you finally enter the main chapel space.  The use of 

transparent materials and solid wood structure enhances the threshold experience, creating 

one continuous zone of movement.  One is guided through the building with subtle hints of 

light and compressed zones, beginning with the partially enclosed courtyard and the solid 

elements that are adjacent to the main zone of circulation. 

At a more urban scale, the Stockholm City Hall has a unique movement sequence 

from the public street, through a compressed arched entry, into the semi-public courtyard, 

through a compressed zone of vaulted arcades that lead down to the public waterfront garden.  

Metaphorically, this holds great importance to the city of Stockholm, which is made of 

fourteen islands, connected by bridges and waterways.  As a diagram from public to semi-

private to public to regional waterway, this also holds significant importance to the city and 

its inhabitants.   
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Figure 5:Axonometric Diagram of Stockholm City Hall 
 

Studying institutional buildings, the promenade from the street to its main public 

space can incorporate multiple layers of compression and expansion.  The Athenaeum of 

Helsinki, for example, incorporates seven zones of alternating compression and expansion 

that lead into the main gallery space.  From the expanded public realm, under an initial 

compressed entry space, to an expanded intermediate zone with visual connection to a bridge 

above, to then walking under that bridge, to the beginning of a grand staircase with a 

compressed ceiling plane, to the continuation of the stair with an expanded ceiling plane, 

then ultimately into the expanded gallery space, one has experience a three story rise in 

elevation.   
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Figure 6: Section of Promenade Through Helsinki Athenaeum Entry 
 

What is not evident, though, until you reach the end of the promenade and look back 

towards the entry, is the visual and literal layering and connections between each of the zones 

of threshold.  The visibility between these layers is phenomenal, and you begin to understand 

the levels and intricacies of the threshold sequence as it is incorporated seamlessly into the 

movement sequences within the gallery.       

 

Simultaneity 

Simultaneity is another threshold language, which is extremely powerful and 

complex, though not always realized by the inhabitant.  The ability to be a part of several 

spaces at the same time, whether this is a visual or literal connection, creates a very dramatic 

and complex threshold condition.  Whether this is thought of in plan, section, perspective or 

axonometric studies, or all of these together, allows the architect to control the threshold 

experience.  More importantly, it creates an inherently rich threshold condition, as you are 

literally occupying the in-between of the two simultaneous zones of space.  To expand upon 
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the idea of simultaneity, it could also engage in the integration of public, private, social, 

cultural, programmatic and temporal ideas.   

The Vitiala Funerary Chapel, located in Tampere, Finland, incorporates simultaneity 

as a device to visually and literally connect the chapel to its natural landscape, as well as 

disguise the linear zones of circulation.  The ability to move along the narrow, linear zones of 

circulation and become integrated into its surrounding spaces, at points where the solid walls 

are eliminated, creates an intricate and experiential movement pattern.  One is guided 

through the circulation zones, along the north and south boundaries of the site, while 

experiencing the primary spaces simultaneously.  The circulation zones have a definitive 

edge, though are strategically integrated into the primary chapel, entry and outdoor 

courtyards.  Simultaneity extends beyond this zone of circulation, with visual connections 

from the primary chapel to the exterior courtyards on either side.       

 

Figure 7: Diagram of Simultaneity and Visual Relationships of Vatiala Chapel 
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Figure 8: Spatial Overlap Horizontal and Vertical Elements Barcelona Pavilion  
 

At a residential scale, Mies Van der Rohe’s Barcelona Pavilion also benefits from a 

continuous threshold of simultaneous spaces.  In this precedent, the solid and transparent 

vertical planes, the horizontal floor and ceiling planes and the cross shaped columns work 

together to reinforce the concept of simultaneity.  A space that is bound on one edge with a 

solid vertical wall and on the other edge with a transparent vertical wall might be completed 

visually with an overhead plane and column rather than additional vertical elements.  This 

creates continuous and spatially rich zones of space, rather than compartmentalized and 

restricted spatial zones.  The movement within this pavilion is fluid and driven by the visual 

completion of spatial zones, rather than specific circulation areas.   

Studying simultaneity at the urban scale allows for the integration of public and 

private spaces, for transitions between programmatic areas, and the ability to integrate social 

and cultural areas within a city or urban space.  The ability to move from a private residential 
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building, into a semi-private courtyard area with connections to a more public street or plaza 

allows for a continuous and simultaneous transition between the public and private realms.  

The connection of an elementary school with a public market and urban farming zone, for 

example, might create a simultaneous and experiential threshold between these two 

programmatic zones, where the two programs are thriving and living off each other.  The 

possibilities of connections between programs or public and private space, which are 

normally kept isolated, creates enormous opportunity and value within their connection.     

 

Framing 

Framing, as a threshold language, refers to the visual outline of a space in order to 

highlight that area and compose an image as you move towards it.  The power of this 

language is the creation of specific perspectives and obtaining control of the movement 

systems so you experience and move through the frames in a specific way.  The way in 

which a building frames the landscape can create instantaneous movement to or through that 

frame.  It some architecture, a visual connection is framed for viewing only, or inversely, for 

literal movement through the frame.  As an architectural tool, framing is a way to signify a 

view of or create movement through a space.     

 

Layering and Overlap 

Layering and overlap are also complex and powerful threshold languages.  The 

physical layering of overhead floor planes is one way to experience this, as designed by I.M. 

Pei in the East Wing of the National Gallery of Art.  Here, the layering of floor planes creates 

visual and literal thresholds at various levels and positions throughout the gallery.  What is 
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understood initially as a zone of compression moving from inside to out, also serves as a 

threshold balcony leading into a main gallery space.  However, the realization of this 

connection and physical layering of threshold is not realized until you are further removed 

from that area and looking back towards it.   

The literal layering of multiple skins of a building, with occupiable space between 

them, provides enormous experiential opportunities.  A skin, which is a derivative of overall 

form and movement or even shading, as in the Stevie Eller Dance Center, can double as an 

inhabitable balcony with a unique threshold between in and out.   
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Figure 9: Images of Stevie Eller Dance Center 
 

The continuous and evocative skin of the Caltran’s District 7 Headquarters by 

Morphosis is not only a gestural connection from the tower down to the street, but also 

allows for unique inhabitable thresholds at various points and perspectives.  In another 

precedent, what may seem like a simple layering of vertical planes, both solid and screens, 

creates a unique outdoor dining situation at Los Angeles’ Saladong Song Restaurant, blurring 

the line between public and private without fully segregating the two zones. 

 

Solid, Transparent, Figural and Residual   

The use of some threshold languages including solid versus transparent and figural 

versus residual forms provide both spatial and imageable threshold opportunities.  The solid 

or transparent qualities of the threshold can both enhance the experience of the space, or 

provide the potential to move back and forth between solid and void areas.  A space that is 
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figural, could be either figural or the residual space between two solid forms, as experience 

in the Kiasma Museum by Steven Holl.  

In this precedent, the threshold space is the residual zone in-between two vertical planes, one 

straight and one curving in both the x and y directions.  As you move back and forth between 

the two solid gallery areas, the inhabited threshold is the residual, void space.  The material 

and detail decisions are also pertinent to the experience of the Kiasma Museum, using 

smooth and non-ornamental concrete to enhance the relationship of the orthogonal and 

curving walls.    As you progress through this residual space, the section is constantly 

transforming as the vertical planes move closer together, or further apart, and as the residual 

space integrates figural elements such as the ramps or bridges.  The push and pull between 

what is residual and what are figural, and unique moments where the residual zone penetrates 

the figural galleries creates multiple unique and experiential threshold conditions.   
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Figure 10 Series of Sections Taken Through Atrium, Kiasma Museum 
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This matrix study generated momentum and verification for a thesis study of 

threshold.  The precedents studied were successful when focusing on one, two or potentially 

three threshold languages, suggesting that a distilled and focused idea of how you design can 

result in a clear experience.  If something is to convey a residual experience, as experience in 

the Kiasma Museum, then layering (as implemented in the Stevie Eller Dance Center) might 

deter or distract from the residual reading.  Holl does however, also incorporate moments of 

expansion and compression as you progress thought the atrium, suggesting that depending on 

the project, scale and intended threshold experience, some languages mix well together and 

some repel each other like oil and vinegar.   
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Chapter 3: Theories of City and Urban Waterfront Development 

In Passages: Explorations of the Contemporary City, Livesey writes about the three 

evolutionary states of the Western City, the pre-modern, the modern and the postmodern.  In 

pre-modern cities, such as Ancient Roman or Medieval, “there exists strong transcendental or 

cosmological connection in their structure and institutions.”1  As these cities evolved, during 

the Renaissance, symbolic and ideal forms for cities were studied through the use of 

perspective and human scale.     

During the modern era the size and population of cities grew exponentially.  The 

Industrial Revolution impacted the conceptual image and design of cities, which were 

modernized and systemized to act like a machine.  Livesey quotes Le Corbusier from The 

City of Tomorrow and its Planning saying, “the street is a traffic machine; it is in reality a 

sort of factory for producing speed traffic.”2  With the advent of each new machine or power 

source the mode of transportation expanded, and the size of factories grew immensely.  

Dramatic changes to the social, economic and physical structures of the city emerged.   

The postmodern city is labeled by Livesey as the wave of “communications 

technology” and globalization.  “The development of endless contemporary or post-

modernism urbanism, enhanced by electronic technology and increasing globalization, has 

led to a city which is fragmented and decentralized.”3  Unlike the Industrial Revolution, 

which brought people to the city for economic and social reasons, the postmodern city and 

                                                
1 Livesey, Graham. Passages: Explorations of the Contemporary City. Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada: University of Calgary, 2004. 56. Print. 
2 Livesey, Graham. Passages: Explorations of the Contemporary City. Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada: University of Calgary, 2004. 57. Print. 
3 Livesey, Graham. Passages: Explorations of the Contemporary City. Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada: University of Calgary, 2004. 57. Print. 
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unlimited access to information has created the inverse effect.  Urban sprawl, partially due to 

accessibility and infrastructure, and partly the result of post-war initiatives and ideals, 

depleted cities during the second half of the twentieth century.  

The twenty-first century, however, is showing a pattern of increased movement back 

toward city centers.  Among many design problems, the questions are how to evolve the 

systems and layers of the city that has built up over the past centuries, and what should be the 

instigator of post-industrial site development.  A purely economical or developer driven 

solution, as implemented in many existing waterfront sites, does not contain the substance to 

withstand long-term city success.  It is the role of the designer to develop an innovative and 

contextual approach to each unique waterfront site.  “Before they became abandoned and 

neglected, industrial ruins were sites of dynamic and dense activity.”4  Each waterfront site 

has some palimpsest of this rich and dynamic activity, waiting to be regenerated with a new 

use, form, and systematic approach.  

“Urban life is sustained by horizontal connections between different practices, by 

rhizomatic rather than tree-like structures.”5  The directors of Foreign Office Architects were 

interviewed regarding their project for the Yokohama International Port Terminal.  They 

described their post-industrial waterfront project as an “artifact (that) will operate as a 

mediating device between the two large social machines that make up the new institution; the 

system of public spaces of Yokohama, and the management of cruise-passenger flow.  The 

components are used as a device for reciprocal deterritorialization: a public space that wraps 

around the terminal, neglecting its symbolic presence as a gate, decodifying the rituals of 

                                                
4 Franck, Karen A. ., and Quentin Stevens. Loose Space. London: Routledge, 2007. 234. 
Print. 
5  Dovey, Kim. Fluid City: Transforming Melbourne's Urban Waterfront. Sydney, NSW, 
Australia: University of New South Wales, 2005. 15. Print. 
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travel, and a functional structure which becomes the model of a typological public space, a 

landscape with no instruction for occupation.”6   It is projects such as this, where the focus is 

on “linking urban spatial structure to social structure and urban economics” that sustainable 

success is achieved.7  Evaluating a post-industrial waterfront site “requires what Allen 

suggests is a shift in design thinking from a focus on the formal qualities of the ‘object’ to a 

focus on ‘field’ relations.  A ‘field’ in the sense consists of contingent relations, forces, 

trajectories and patterns of movement such as those that govern a ‘crowd’ or ‘flock’ of 

birds.”8  

A post-industrial waterfront is the ultimate edge and threshold condition, functioning 

on every potential scale.  At the extra-large (XL) scale, it is a threshold between the city and 

the water, between the “stable striations of the city and the smooth flows of the water. It is a 

spatial ‘between’ condition that mediates a series of dialectic oppositions- order/chaos; 

being/becoming; place/space, culture/nature, closed/open, striated/smooth; solid/void.”9  

Designing within these mediums the ‘between’ zone has enormous potential.       

An important factor to consider is why these post-industrial sites now lie vacant.  The 

evolution of industry, the same reason that attracted business and people to these waterfront 

sites, is the same reason they are now abandoned.  “New port technologies, changes in the 

size and nature of ships and in the transport systems that carry cargo inland. The economies 

of the port, and the competition between ports have forced the relocation of harbour facilities 

                                                
6 Cinar, Alev, and Thomas Bender. Urban Imaginaries: Locating the Modern City. 
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 2007. 69. Print. 
7  Dovey, Kim. Fluid City: Transforming Melbourne's Urban Waterfront. Sydney, NSW, 
Australia: University of New South Wales, 2005. 13. Print. 
8 Dovey, Kim. Fluid City: Transforming Melbourne's Urban Waterfront. Sydney, NSW, 
Australia: University of New South Wales, 2005. 17. Print. 
9 Dovey, Kim. Fluid City: Transforming Melbourne's Urban Waterfront. Sydney, NSW, 
Australia: University of New South Wales, 2005. 24. Print. 
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to deeper water and sites that offer better inland transportation links.”10  The value of these 

sites remains inherent in their locations.  Though industry has outgrown these historic ports, 

it is only natural to design a new use and connection back to the city.   

                                                
10 Malone, Patrick. City, Capital, and Water. London: Routledge, 1996. 2. Print. 
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Chapter 4: Examples of Post-Industrial Redevelopment 
 

Precedents in post-industrial waterfronts are showcased globally and attract 

symposiums and conferences on this specific topic.  The most recent of these conferences 

were held in locations with existing examples of successful post-industrial development or 

areas embarking upon revitalizing their waterfronts.  Qualities of a successful spatial 

waterfront re-development include a series of connections at all scales of development, 

which are integrated to complete a holistic experience.   

 Malmo, Sweden is a terrific example of creating new mixed-use communities along 

its water edge.  The treatment of the edge changes in section as you move along the edge.  

The edge conditions are enhanced by material choices and human scale elements such as 

steps for gathering, and places to literally cross the threshold into the water and swim.  

Residential communities are both intrinsically and extrinsically focused, though the blur 

between what is private and public space has a gradient effect.  This gradient also works with 

the scale of the buildings, ranging from five-story apartment buildings lining the perimeter of 

a residential community to two story individual homes with private garden spaces.  The 

gradients of scale, materials and public and private spaces create the successful spatial 

relationships along the natural edge of the water and within each community.   
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Figure 11: Google Earth Image and Axonometric Drawing, Malmo, Sweden 
 

 Amerika Plads, located along a reclaimed industrial waterfront site in Copenhagen, 

Denmark, is an example of a less successful intervention as a whole, though individual 

aspects are spatially intriguing.  This precedent worked with existing industrial buildings and 

attempted to maintain the symbolic character of the site’s history.  A linear block of “factory-

like” structures provides minimal density along the water’s edge, and is negatively reinforced 

by hard-scape paving elements including brick and stone.  The buildings within this linear 

block are spaced with as much as one hundred and twenty feet in between as an attempt to 

open view corridors and make spatial relationships to the community north of the linear 
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block.  The triangular shaped community adjacent to the linear block is offset to provide an 

edge to these open spaces, though ultimately this provides too much open space and not 

enough of an edge along the waterfront.  If this relationship occurred once along the edge it 

could be a successful and hierarchical space, though having four of these spaces detracts 

from each individual space.  

 

Figure 12: GoogleEarth Image, West8 Plan, Axonometric Drawing, AmerikaPlads 
  

What is successful at Amerika Plads are spatial relationships within the triangular 

community.  Buildings are activated at the ground plane by retail or lift above the surface to 

reveal interior courtyards and spatial sequences moving from public to private outdoor 
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spaces.  The use of tower elements, as a response to their symbolic meaning within the site’s 

industrial history, to anchor the edges of the triangular community and provide massing 

variation is also successful.  

 Hammerby Sjostad, a community along Stockholm, Sweden’s water edge, uses the 

juxtaposition of a natural vs. manmade edge to create experiential relationships along two 

adjacent edges.  This is a visually and symbolically influential design decision juxtaposing 

the building as an object within the natural edge against the use of buildings to form a 

vertical plane along a man-made bulkhead.  Both are equally interactive with its residents 

and thrive from the sectional relationship and the ability to cross a bridge and move back and 

forth between the two edge conditions.  Also successful, is the gesture of extending a 

sculptural gathering place and walkways beyond the water edge to reinforce and stimulate 

the threshold between the water and the community.  A subtractive, yet figural element, of 

the overall design of Hammerby Sjostad is a linear park, not along the water’s edge as seen in 

Malmo, but in between two bars of dense residential buildings.  The opportunities of 

pedestrian movement parallel to the water include an option along the natural water’s edge, 

and an option along a man-made edge, and an option within an interior linear park.   These 

relationships, with the addition of movement extended outward and above the water provide 

the basis for a vibrant residential and sustainable community.  
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Figure 13: Hammerby Sjostad Google Earth image and Axonometric Diagram 
  

 

Borneo-Sporenborg, located in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, developed industrial 

land, not along the water’s natural edge, but on a wharf extending beyond.  The connection 

between the residences and the water is direct and extreme, symbolically representing villas 

along Venetian Canals.  Residents have direct access from their back doors to a boat or small 

dock, in section the relationship is seamless with building confronting the complete edge of 
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the wharf.  A linear park or canal artery establishes circulation between the bars of residences 

along the wharf edge.   

A similar condition occurs at Sluseholmen, South Docks located in Copenhagen, 

Denmark.  In this example, however, a hybrid of a courtyard typology and the Venetian 

Canal is achieved.  Considerable amounts of open space is allotted within the open 

courtyards, though the perceived density along the water’s edge provides a pleasing urban 

street condition between the communities and canals.  As in Malmo, where a literal 

connection entices people to swim and step beyond the edge threshold, this opportunity exists 

at Sluseholmen where residents were literally jumping out of their living rooms into the 

water.   

Variations in these XL scale precedents are obvious, but that is the richness of 

designing within the waterfront threshold.  The design of a city’s post-industrial edge allows 

for innovative and overlapping sequences of space.  What once was a vibrant and dense 

system of industrial movement can now become a vibrant and dense system of pedestrian, 

residential, and new programmatic zones with a series of overlapping conditions.  The 

consistency, and what allows these XL precedent to be studied and compared and contrasted, 

is the integration of materiality, landscape, form, sectional and spatial relationships, 

simultaneity and movement systems, and the layering of these languages to create a holistic 

and experiential waterfront edge.  It is these conditions and relationships I will take forward 

and test in this thesis investigation.        
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Chapter 5:  Site Selection 

With this precedent knowledge at the XL scale, I searched for a site with similar 

qualities, opportunities and constraints.  Baltimore, Maryland is a historic port city, founded 

on behalf of its location along a major artery of the Chesapeake Bay.  As industry and 

technology advanced, so did the size and population of the city of Baltimore.    It became a 

primary U.S. port with regular shipping routes to South American, African and European 

nations, though simultaneously created an impermeable barrier between the historic city grid 

and the water.  In its current state, the many historic ports have been commercialized, 

abandoned or destroyed to accommodate stand-alone residential buildings having no 

relationship to the spatially rich historic layers of industry.   

 

 

Figure 14: Historic Analysis of Baltimore's Growth 
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The resilience of Baltimore as a post-industrial city is due to its formation as a city 

comprised of many neighborhoods, each with a distinct culture, language and demographic.  

As you move along the water’s edge, an opportunity for a new neighborhood to connect to 

the waterfront occurs approximately every quarter to half mile.  However, in most cases the 

connection from the historic city to the water is underutilized or completely blocked with 

stand-alone buildings.  The opportunity, however, to have multiple neighborhoods touching 

the waterfront (pulling Baltimore’s neighborhood cultures to the water’s edge) like puzzle 

pieces fitting into a continuous waterfront promenade is a fantastic opportunity.  This 

diversity of waterfront connections creates a very giving and unique edge condition, and one 

that is accommodating for this thesis investigation.     

Multiple sites (outlined below in blue) along the Baltimore Waterfront were 

considered for this thesis project, showing the rich potential for extensive development along 

Baltimore’s entire waterfront edge.  The image below shows the Inner Harbor, outlined in 

red, and the chosen site with a green outline and overlay.  Evaluation of sites included 

physical and geographical boundaries, such as highways, railways and the water’s edge, as 

well as connections to the historic grid, the public promenade (shown in purple) and the 

juxtaposition of the natural edge.     
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Figure 15: Potential Sites Studied  
 

Historically, the edge of the city of Baltimore was along Clinton Street, shown as a 

dotted line in the image above.  This acts as a historic and contemporary threshold of the 

selected site.  It mediates between the man-built wharves and the natural edge of the land.  

The potential to accentuate this boundary is immeasurable.       

Potential site edges  

The site strategies in this area were initially evaluated as four separate options.  First, 

the focus could be on the terminus of a public promenade just around the corner of Canton 

Park, not looking beyond the threshold of Clinton Street.  While this would put tremendous 

focus on that area and a terminus at the point, missed opportunities beyond these boundaries 

declined this as the site selection. 
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Figure 16: Site Boundary Option 1 
 

 

Figure 17: Site Boundary Option 2 
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Figure 18: Site Boundary Option 3 

 

Figure 19: Site Boundary Option 4, Selected Thesis Site 
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Option two extends the parameters approximately one half mile east, providing an 

opportunity to develop a new city node with a series of layered connections to the water’s 

edge.  Option three takes this idea a step further, extending south to the edge of interstate 

ninety-five.  The advantage of this option is the encapsulation of a large existing wharf to 

extend the city literally and metaphorically beyond the water’s edge.   

The fourth option extends the focus to the southern water’s edge.  This creates a 

direct connection to Ft. McHenry, and allows the public promenade to extend to the tip of the 

Historic Baltimore Harbor.  The acquisition of this tip has the potential to act as a true 

terminus to a waterfront promenade, as well as a new city node.  Historically, the tip of this 

site in connection with Fort McHenry was the city threshold of the Harbor of Baltimore.  A 

historic lighthouse occupies this point, though now lies buried and non-lit within the 

industrial landscape.   

With such a broadened physical scope of this site, there is full potential to design 

multiple systems and layers of city infrastructure and uses.  The thresholds between these 

systems and layers can work together with the natural and physical threshold conditions of 

the site, for a holistic and experiential solution.  The opportunity to extend the gridded 

residential areas (located north of the site) to this edge could provide a series of edge 

conditions and connections between the water and the city.  In addition, enough space is 

covered within this site to provide a programmatic element that acts as a literal threshold 

between the residential communities and functioning industrial areas at the southern edge.      
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Figure 20: Axonometric Site Layers Analysis 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Figure 21: Idealized Existing Figure Ground 
 

These initial site boundaries proved to be unresponsive to the historic growth of the 

Canton Area, and only responded to the physical and tangible layers of the site.  The next 

study focused on the intangible edge of the waterfront, one that was a natural flood plain and 

ebbed and flowed throughout history.  The inability to define a “natural” edge was seen as a 

positive component of this thesis and enriched the site selection.  Adding the layers of the 

man-made edge, wharfs and bulkheads, was an opportunity to introduce the industrial 

history, as well as begin to discover the threshold potential between these two types of edge 
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conditions.  The diagram below focuses on the in-between of the natural and man-made edge 

along the waterfront from Canton to Lazaretto Point.   

 

 

Figure 22: XL Threshold of Natural vs. Manmade Edges 
  

A new understanding of the site emerged from this diagram, suggesting that just as 

the water’s edge is not a clearly defined line or box, neither is the threshold between city and 

water.  The water’s edge is natural and tenuous at times, but also rigid, solid and punctured 

by the industrial history.  There are times, like at Lazaretto Point, where the natural edge has 
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been preserved and pushed beyond the industrial forces of the site.  Other areas along the 

waterfront are more solid and rigid and fully dominated by a man-made edge.  Just as the 

perceived “water’s edge” is a constant dialogue between two edge condition, so must the 

larger threshold between city and water.  Therefore the definition of the occupiable threshold 

between city and water can not be defined with a red box as studied prior, but must be 

discovered and investigated with the same language of edges.   

The ability to define what the threshold is between land and water is a unique 

opportunity for this site.  The Canton to Lazaretto waterfront is not an area that is residual 

between the water and a historic grid or existing city fabric, as with many other post-

industrial sites in Baltimore.  The truly accommodating nature of the chosen site for this 

particular thesis (designing integrated scales of threshold) is realized when defining the site 

boundaries becomes the XL threshold scale of the entire waterfront. 
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Figure 23: Inversed Threshold onto Site 
  

By mirroring the dialogue of edges (discovered in the threshold diagram between the 

natural and man-made edge) along the axis of South Clinton Street, the dotted blue line 

begins to create a more accurate definition of the edge and XL threshold between water and 

land, but is lacking influence from various essential layers of information.  These layers are 

the palimpsest of the industrial movement systems, including railroads, roads, bridges, the 

extensive wharfs pushing beyond the natural edge, and the extension of the historic grid.  

Shown in the diagram below, each of these layers of movement is given a colored line.   
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Figure 24: Palimpsest of Edges as Lines Diagram 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 The strength of this diagram and site analysis lies in the power of each of these layers 

pushing and pulling the edge, but ultimately shows the reasons this was a successful 

industrial port, and historically the edge of the city of Baltimore.  To disregard these layers of 

information would be an act of immaturity.  Using this existing system of layers to enhance 

the redevelopment of this area, not only strengthens the historical understanding of the 

waterfront, but also aims to achieve the previous level of effectiveness and cohesiveness. 

 

 

Figure 25: Physical Model of XL Site 
 

 Working within the analysis of existing and historic layers of information, the image 

above shows the area between the string and white museum board as the site boundary and 

discovered XL threshold zone.  With a thoroughly analyzed site and carefully discovered site 
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edge, the thesis could progress knowing the XL edge was defined and appropriate for this 

particular site.  Understanding that each waterfront has distinct layers of information, which 

will sustain redevelopment and enhance the future uses, disproves any theory that a single 

“solution” is possible for all post-industrial waterfronts.    
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Chapter 6:  History and Current Conditions of Baltimore 
 

The town charter for Baltimore was signed in 1729 when several wealthy state 

residents saw the geographical benefits of settling within the basin harbor, what is now 

known as the Inner Harbor.11  This implemented sixty, one-acre lots north of the inner basin.  

At the time, the physical boundaries of the city were Jones Falls River and marsh on the east, 

a bluff and woods on the north and large gullies on the west.12  As Baltimore expanded, it 

merged with the twenty lots of Jonestown, just east of Jones Falls.13    However, in its earliest 

years the rate of building development was approximately one building per year, resulting in 

a total of only twenty-five buildings in 1752.14  

    

Figure 26: Inner Basin and Original City Plan 

                                                
11 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 26. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
12 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 26. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
13 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 26. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
14 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 26. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
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The transformation of Baltimore from a “sleepy town” trading in tobacco to a 

prominent international port began with the shipping of flour to Ireland.15  It was with this 

shift in scale of trading that the full potential of a “port nestled alongside a vast wheat 

growing countryside” was realized.  This shift in scale was not limited to trade, but in 

Baltimore’s economy, population and city structure as well.  The creation of “thousand-foot 

long wharves that extended into the harbor” are examples of this physical gesture of 

expansion influenced by trade and industry.16  As a result of mass exportation, an importation 

of culture and immigrants changed the dynamic and structure of the city of Baltimore.   

The Revolutionary War proved the agility and stability of Baltimore as a port city that 

not only supplied and built the ships that lead to U.S. naval victories, but also could penetrate 

through British Blockades to maintain its trade routes to Europe, South America and the 

Caribbean.17  This naval and trading victory fueled the growth of Baltimore from a town of 

five hundred and sixty-four houses in 1774 to three thousand houses in the mid 1790s.18   

During this post-war period, commissions were created to pave and organize streets, 

survey the harbor and dredge a primary channel, and establish street lighting.  This 

infrastructure was crucial to prepare for the population and physical growth beyond the city’s 

original geographical barriers.  In 1816, with a population of forty-six thousand residents, the 

city generously expanded from three square miles to ten square miles.  This expansion was 

                                                
15 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 26. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
16 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 26. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
17 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 27. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
18Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 27. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
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planned with a gridded street structure, promoting a hierarchy of streets to serve the most 

public to the most private functions of city life.19 

As Baltimore’s port expanded, so did the industrial infrastructure and variety of 

products.  Textile production expanded to account for over eighty percent of cotton duck (sail 

cloth) in the country.  Sixty flour and grist mills, fifty-seven saw mills, thirteen spinning and 

paper mills, six foundries and three powder mills surrounded the waterways near the city, and 

the shoreline of the harbor was lined with shipyards, brick kilns, copper and iron works, and 

glass factories.20   By 1830, Baltimore was the second largest city in the nation with a 

population of eighty thousand.   

The creation of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, with its “first stone” laid on July 4, 

1828, was a response to the competitive trade along the newly constructed Erie Canal.  This 

reincarnation of long distance transportation fully reengineered the steam engine and 

integrated the world’s first passenger railroad.21   As the railroad physically expanded the city 

and its reach, so did the invention of cast-iron technology.  In addition to these technological 

and physical advances, the resources of the Chesapeake Bay and fertile farms surrounding 

the bay region allowed Baltimore to produce the most canned fruits and vegetables in the 

nation, and become the world’s largest oyster supplier.   

                                                
19Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 28. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
20 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 28. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
21 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 31. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
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Figure 27: 1832 Proposed Plan of Baltimore 

 

The population continued to rise, reaching one hundred and sixty-nine thousand in 

1850 and over five hundred and eight thousand in 1900.  This population increase was, in 

part, fueled by a constant stream of immigrants landing in the port of Baltimore, second only 

to New York City.  The population growth initiated a new city plan, expanding the city from 

ten square miles to thirty square miles in 1888.22  A system of horsecar railways allowed for 

the expansion to push beyond the existing gridiron, to suburban locations.  Soon replaced 

with the electric streetcar to transit between the suburbs and the city, over one hundred 

suburban villages existed along the city’s perimeter in 1900.23   

                                                
22 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 34. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
23 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 34. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
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Figure 28: 1855 Proposed Plan with Existing City Boundary in Red Outline 
 

To accommodate expediated growth, the Baltimore Municipal Art Society was 

formed around 1899 as the voice of physical city growth to initiate goals of the National City 

Beautiful Movement.  They hired Olmsted Brothers to create the 1904 Baltimore City park 

plan, as well as initiate zoning ordinances in 1923.24  A massive fire interrupted Olmsted’s 

vision, however, on the morning of February 7, 1904.  Baltimore’s downtown vanished 

within a day.  The fire destroyed one hundred and forty acres, one thousand five hundred and 

twenty-six buildings and two thousand and five hundred companies.  Rebuilding commenced 

                                                
24 Baltimore City Planning Commission. "City of Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan 
2007." (2009): 37. Web. <http://baltimorecity.gov/government/planning/compplan/>. 
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immediately.  Within ten years the entire downtown was rebuilt, and with upgraded 

infrastructure, including wider streets and underground utilities.    

 

 

Figure 29: Map of Baltimore 1906 
 

Population growth continued at a rapid pace despite the fire, reaching over seven 

hundred and thirty-three thousand in 1920.  The City Plan Committee was implemented in 
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1918 along with another physical expansion, which enlarged Baltimore to a city of almost 

ninety square miles.  During this period, corporations grew within the city and configured the 

downtown and waterfront areas with a series of industrial parks, not just single industrial 

factories.   

Baltimore’s peak population occurred in the 1950s, with nearly nine hundred and fifty 

thousand residents.  Though, suburbanization and the National Highway Act of 1956 initiated 

the trend and ease of moving beyond city residency.  Local businesses followed their 

customers and relocated to suburban strip malls, leaving Baltimore with many vacant 

structures.  Baltimore lost ten thousand residents in the 1950s, and another thirty-five 

thousand residents during the 1960s, a dramatic and depleting number of vacancies.  “Of 

even greater significance than the decline in population was the loss of over 100,000 

manufacturing jobs…representing seventy-five percent of all manufacturing jobs.”25   

Many efforts over the last few decades have focused on the restoration of historic 

Baltimore areas and redeveloping the depleted waterfront areas.  One strategy for 

redevelopment was the transformation of the historic inner basin into a cultural and tourist 

driven attraction, the Inner Harbor.   

             Nevertheless, Baltimore as a greater whole was still struggling to achieve a level of 

security and cohesiveness to encourage the type of residency increase they desired, and had 

the capacity for.  The infrastructure for a major revitalization of the city is still lacking.  

Education, as an example, and the amount of school-aged children living in Baltimore 

drastically decreased.  From 1995 to 2000, Baltimore lost four times as many families with 

school-aged children than it gained.     

                                                
25 Liebel, Tom. Industrial Baltimore. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Pub., 2006. 7. Print. 
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The Baltimore Comprehensive Master Plan of 2009 set a goal of increasing the city’s 

population by ten thousand households in six years.  An important factor is quality education 

to compete with rivaling suburban areas, and the ability to provide lifelong learning and 

sustain all age groups.  The master plan looks to identify and rezone areas that have a 

potential of high density and mixed uses, as well as ensure all residents are within one and a 

half miles of a quality food source or market.  The focus of this plan is “live, earn, learn, 

play.”   

 

Baltimore’s Existing Waterfront Edge 

Development along Baltimore’s waterfront edge has been gradual, sporadic and 

economically driven for the last few decades.  The Inner Harbor houses cultural, commercial 

and tourist attractions, a plan, which was applauded during its implementation.  Though, 

reflection points toward the crude focus on “manufactured entertainment” and tourism, and 

the absence of green space providing residents with a false connection to the water.26   

Other development along the water edge has placed private freestanding buildings 

with private access to the water, ignoring connections back towards the historic grid or 

systems of developments.  The tension between public and private access to the water is an 

ongoing debate, best resolved with innovative mediation between the two parties.     

 

  

 

                                                
26 Greco, JoAnn. "Waterfront and Center: with Renewed Interest in Revitalizing Their 
Waterfronts, Many Cities Are Turning Their Attention to Parks and Green Spaces as Critical 
Elements to Success." Parks & Recreation 43.6 (2008): 35. Print. 
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Public Promenade 

In its current implementation, Baltimore’s “Public Promenade” is gripping onto the 

mere eight feet of land between private properties, private marinas and the water’s edge.  It 

does not celebrate the extraordinary benefits of the city’s location or provide an experiential 

sequence around the harbor areas.  The only indication that this is a continuous path is the 

use of red brick to differentiate this zone of movement.  Though even with this pavement 

gesture, there are disorienting areas where paving stops for a period of time. 

 

 

Figure 30: Photograph of Existing Public Promenade Conditions 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Beginning just south of the Inner Harbor, the promenade leads pedestrians through 

the cultural and museum attractions, then around a derelict waterfront sites to another node of 

social gathering, Fell’s Point.  From here most pedestrians would likely assume the 

promenade has ended.   

Around a wharf east of Fell’s Point, the brick pavement reinstates the public zone.  In 

this area newly completed residences and private marinas create the edges of the public 

promenade.  This condition continues for about two miles, passing empty parking lots and 

outdated housing units, until the promenade’s current termination in Canton Park.  Canton 

Park is a waterfront amenity to the thousands of residents within walking distance.  The park 

includes the Maryland Korean War Memorial, as well as a public boat ramp and gathering 

spaces for festivals.  The potential to extend the public promenade around the corner and to 

the southern tip of this thesis site holds great value.   

 

Transportation/Accessibility 

The Canton area is currently accessible by car, water taxi and pedestrians.  Off-ramps 

from the interstates occur west of the site, prior to the tunnel submersions.  A proposed “red 

line” would connect public transit to the existing light rail, metro and MARC train lines, 

accessing the downtown corridors and major transit zones.  The walkability of the site itself, 

measuring approximately one mile mile by one mile, is an asset in creating self-sustaining 

communities without vehicle reliance.   
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Chapter 7: Integrated Scales of Inquiry along South Clinton St 
 

XL to L Thesis Proposal 

 At the scale of the industrial waterfront, a gradient of street sections, building 

densities, use, landscape and movement systems orchestrate the organization of various edge 

conditions.  The northern site boundary slips beyond the dense edge of Boston Avenue, 

creating an occupiable threshold connection between the historic city grid and South Clinton 

Street’s waterfront.  The south and west site boundaries are established through the dialogue 

between the fluid natural edge and solid man-made edge, with the understanding that a 

portion of the harbor is included for use and as a movement system.  Just as the urban 

precedent studies and site analysis suggests, the east edge of the site responds to existing 

warehouse structures, railroads and a palimpsest of lines and edges. Understanding the scale 

of this waterfront in context to the urban precedent studies was a crucial step in 

implementing new development along this edge.   
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Figure 31: XL Threshold Diagram 

 

Figure 32: XL Threshold Diagram 2 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 At the XL scale, the axonometric threshold diagram above shows the major 

components and overlap of these components and uses along the waterfront.  Like in Malmo, 

Sweden an increase in density creates edges around walkable residential communities.  These 

communities consist of a gradient of street sections, from pedestrian only to pedestrian 

priority, to vehicular priority, and a gradient of housing typology, including five story 

apartment structures, three-story apartment structures, town-houses and single family 

detatched housing.  Overlapping landscapes provide continuous green pedestrian ways and 

emphasize the importance of open public space within a small, but dense community.  

Ground level retail, civic, cultural and educational uses are integrated within each small 

community, with each community relying on its relationship with surrounding communities 

to meet their everyday needs.   
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Figure 33: XL Proposed Thesis Plan 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Figure 34: XL Proposed Thesis Residential Community Section 
 
 The existing Baltimore row-house typology, dominating the Canton area, is pulled 

through the industrial site and integrated into the larger community modules.  Multiple layers 

of use, density, landscape, and movement provide an orchestration of the entire waterfront as 

a functioning machine.  As appropriate as the analogy of the waterfront functioning as a 

machine, the appropriate figural elements of the site are the few historic structures scattered 

along the mile-long site.  A grouping of oil silos and warehouses exist just south of the 

northern community, demonstrating the importance of industry in the formation and 

sustaining of Baltimore.   

 The introduction of a new industry for this area will enhance the socio-economic 

development of the waterfront.  Just as Under Armor has served as a generator to the 

Industrial Tide Point area of Baltimore, and Urban Outfitters in Philadelphia, a new film 

industry acts as a generator for the Canton to Lazaretto Waterfront.  In addition to industry, 

higher-education campuses and a promotion of the arts are two other qualities inherent in the 

success and framework of the city.  As a programmatic threshold, between residential and 

industrial functions, film is an industry that incorporates making, viewing, education, living 

and support.   
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Figure 35: Film Program Analysis 
 
 The central campus community is integrated into the grouping of existing oil silos 

and warehouses.  At the XL scale, it acts as the figure along the entire waterfront and a “pivot 

point” between the northern and southern communities.  The urban plan clearly 

communicates the differing languages used in the campus communities, one of multiple field 

and ground plane relationships that connects and reinforces the overall waterfront and 

landscape promenades.  Within the residential communities a series of small open spaces 

connected by pedestrian ways are carved within the density of the communities.  Within the 

campus community, the inverse is achieved.  The campus buildings are figural and meant to 

be moved around, acting as figures within the landscape.   
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Figure 36: A5 Perspective 1 

 

Figure 37: A5 Perspective 2 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Figure 38: A5 Perspective 3 

 

Figure 39: A5 Perspective 4 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Figure 40: A5 Perspective 5 

 

Figure 41: A5 Perspective 6 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The detail and manipulation of the ground plane is the connective tissue of the 

campus.  Threshold is achieved with the manipulation of the ground plane, organization of 

buildings in response to the fields of movement, and the language used in the treatment of the 

vertical surfaces.  Careful attention to the language of the ground plan and vertical surface 

adds a layer of complexity and order within the larger campus community.  At the L scale, 

decisions about whether a surface wraps, folds or is an applied layer provide multiple spatial 

experiences.  The continual movement, either along, under, beside, in-between or below, one 

or more edges (vertical and horizontal) defines each space and creates overlapping threshold 

zones.                     

 

Figure 42: L Scale Proposed Campus Plan 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Student housing holds the southern edge of the campus, as a threshold to residential 

communities.  Moving north to south along South Clinton Street, the treatment of the water’s 

edge varies.  A vertical plane of dense community buildings tightly holds the northern edge, 

just beyond the Canton corner, but allows a pedestrian way to slip in between the water and 

the residential community.  The campus portion of the waterfront pulls away from the edge 

and embraces the water’s edge with a series of public spaces.  These public spaces are pulled 

through to the southern communities and turn the corner to a linear park extending to the 

Lazaretto Lighthouse Park.  The linear park acts as a public and occupiable threshold 

between the water’s edge and the residential communities.  With the linear park occupying 

the edge, an opportunity to pull the density of buildings away from the waterfront allows an 

opening of the smaller scale buildings to the park edge.   

 Object buildings are used only when making a gesture to the XL threshold conditions.  

This is precedented by the historic warehouse preserved on top of the largest wharf, and in 

the urban scale studies leading up to this thesis.  The language of pushing beyond the natural 

edge (literally building above the harbor) and occupying this space is a true threshold 

experience.  In that same line of thought, the language of pulling away from the edge, to 

allow for a human scale connection to the water and lower density housing along the linear 

park edge, is also a threshold condition.  This is implemented in the placement of the large 

tower adjacent to the film making warehouses.  This is also diagrammatically implemented in 

the placement of the dense edges of the residential communities.  Allowing landscape, uses 

and smaller densities to slip between the water’s edge and a higher density inherently 
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supports the movement systems and the overall “machine system” achieved at the XL and L 

threshold scales.   

 

L to M Thesis Proposal and FILM  

 Industry as an economic means was and still is a significant element of Baltimore’s 

livelihood.  The current deep water and modern container shipping ports are located just east 

of Clinton Street, and wraps around the edge of this thesis site.  These functioning docks are 

not only an economic factor, but a reminder of the foundation of the city.  The port is a 

physical, economic and cultural layer of threshold between the city and the water.  The 

protection of these ports, and a way to create a gradient of programs from the residential 

characteristics at the north edge of the site to the industrial character at the southern tip, is 

within the scope of the thesis.   

 The Baltimore Film Office is “a division of Baltimore’s office of promotion and the 

arts.”  It includes an extensive “location gallery” with documentation of various typologies 

and locations for potential filming within the city.  If you simply type in “waterfront” or 

“restaurant” a database of images and locations for potential filming is provided.  This office 

also makes available a list of previous films made in Baltimore, totaling over seventy-five, 

and promotes a screenwriting competition.  Baltimore has a rich history of theatre, film and 

promoting performing arts, along with educational facilities such as Maryland Institute 

College of Art.  What is missing from this equation is a permanent place for the making, 

filming and production of film, as well as a unique viewing experience. The inherent physical 

qualities of the studio spaces, warehouse-like in typology but with public characteristics, and 
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the history of performing arts in Baltimore support film as an appropriate programmatic 

threshold, as well as a socio-economic generator for the entire waterfront community.   

  

 

Figure 43: Campus Sketch: Fields of Movement and Overlap 
 
 The reuse of existing warehouses for film studios and offices, the two oil silos (east of 

South Clinton Street) for lecture and viewing halls and a sound studio, and the incorporation 

of the one-story industrial warehouse into the base of the campus tower, create a base figure 

to the campus community.  Using the palimpsest of lines and edges to create fields of 

movement towards the water and proposed residential communities, the campus forms a 

connective and pivot point for movement along the entire waterfront.  Traffic from South 

Clinton Street is redirected around the silos, an instigating move to spark the double-sided 
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nature (with overlap) of the campus.  As vehicular traffic is moved away from South Clinton 

Street, pedestrian green and paved spaces create a threshold between the historic and new 

structures of the campus.   

 

 

Figure 44: Campus Perspective Looking South at Oil Silos 

 

Figure 45: Campus Perspective Internal Courtyards 
 

The definition of this edge of the campus provides an opportunity to study and 

implement threshold at the scale of a central campus building (M scale.)   At the scale of the 

building, the elements of making, viewing and exhibiting film suggested a central campus 

building as the social hub of the campus and waterfront.  The language of moving along, 

between and within edges, synonymous with the language of threshold at the XL and L 

scales, creates emphasis on circulation and supports the axonometric thinking of a building 
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conceived as an exploded kit of parts.  Perspectives taken within, along and pushing beyond 

these edges convey the experience of moving through the space.   

 

M to S Thesis Proposal 

 Spaces within the main campus building exist between two edges, along one edge and 

under another or in between interior and exterior spaces with phenomenally or literal 

transparent edges.  The treatment of these spaces as a threshold to the next, provides 

continuous movement throughout the building.  Approaching the threshold space, along the 

thick front wall and underneath the cantilevers, a connection into the exhibition spaces and 

basement promenade are punctured, and the opportunity to slip beyond the thickened wall 

zone draws you into the building. 
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Figure 46: M Scale Axonometric Drawing Edges and Primary Circulation 

 

Figure 47: M Scale Axonometric Study 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Figure 48: Exploded Axonometric Drawing 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The entry space provides a visual connection to the waterfront and exterior campus 

spaces, as well as areas for congregation between exhibition and promenade levels.  The use 

of stairs and ramps as an in-between area between levels and spaces is continuous as you 

ascend to the upper viewing levels.   Thickened walls act as viewing screens projecting onto 

both interior and exterior theatres.  These walls double as circulation to upper levels of the 

theatre spaces and rooftop cinema projection.   

 

 

Figure 49: Lobby Perspective 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Figure 
50: Premiere Event Perspective 

 

Figure 51: Perspective Under Ramp Looking North 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Additionally, the primary threshold space occupies the residual zone between the 

screen of the cantilever and the main cinema theatre.  With views toward and opportunities to 

occupy the exterior public spaces, this is the ultimate between space, a zone pushing beyond 

the thickened edge of the main campus building and connecting both zones of vertical 

circulation.   

 

 

Figure 52: Perspective Atop Cantilever Between Screen and Theatre Wall 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Figure 53: Perspective Up and Out Ramping to Main Theatre 
 
 At the M scale the idea of a dynamic and cinematic experience is articulated by literal 

projection of film onto building surfaces, but also in ways that the ongoing activity of the 

building is revealed.  This is achieved in moments where the ramp pushes beyond the 

thickened front edge and becomes a transparent wall to observers in the piazza below, and 

when openings and punctures occur in screens and folding surfaces.   
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Figure 54: Ground Plan 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Figure 55: Level Two Plan 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Figure 56: Plan Main Theatre Level 
 

S to XS Thesis Proposal 

 Details can enhance a threshold experience, including material choices, façade 

design, railing details, connections, etc.  For example, the stair overlooking the exhibition 

area is expressed with a structural concrete formwork and a glazed railing with minimal steel 

connections.  Sitting on this stair, designed to integrate both the congregation and restaurant 

zone and changing directions to overlook the exhibition area, offers a connection to both 

spaces.  The openness of the glass railing is specifically designed to provide limited visual 

obstruction.  Standing in the lobby underneath this stair, the profile is visible and gradually 

lowers the ceiling plane of the lobby, in correspondence with the stair leading from the lobby 

to the ground floor exhibition.   
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Façade and screen decisions, such as the northern façade which wraps around and 

within the building provide punctures and openings to experience the threshold between 

inside and out, as well as between one screened surface and another.  The layering and 

wrapping, as opposed to the folded surface of the roof cinema floor plane was carefully 

chosen for this portion of the building.  Screening and wrapping  and folding are languages 

used throughout each scale with specific and intentional threshold implications.  
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
 

This thesis defines threshold as a spatial “between” provoking movement.  At scales 

ranging from urban to detail connections, threshold is explored and achieved as an 

architectural language reappropriating Baltimore’s post-industrial edge along South Clinton 

Street for residential, new industrial and public uses.  Careful attention is paid toward 

maintaining the Industrial history and movement systems, though contemporizing this for a 

modern community and new industry.  The results are applicable for this specific post-

industrial waterfront, and does not provide a solution for national or world wide industrial 

edges, but a system of languages to incorporate and achieve.  Reappropriations of post-

industrial waterfronts for public use is a vital and timely issue for cities across the world, 

representing a zone that was once lively and an economic driver for the city, though 

simultaneously acted as a barrier and now lays derelict.  Enormous potential lies within 

industrial edges, but that potential is rooted in existing layers.  Uncovering the reasons an 

industrial edge was successful and layering contemporary technology and systems of 

movements are a starting point for analysis and schematic design. 

 With this site, a large portion of the analysis was defining the XL edge.  Finding the 

balance between historic edges (railroads, wharfs, etc.) and existing structures and edges was 

a strategy used to understand the inhabitable threshold between land and water.  Since the 

natural edge of the Canton to Lazaretto waterfront was a flood plain and later modified with 

industrial wharfs, the threshold is spatially rich and ambiguously defined.   Using this to 

accentuate overlap and in-between spaces and inherent quality of threshold began at this XL 

site defining scale. 
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 Responding to precedent communities and the orchestration of systems of movement, 

landscape, use and density, a shift in scale from the XL to L moved the thesis into another 

level of inquiry.  Each community thrives from a gradient of street sections, from pedestrian 

only to pedestrian priority to vehicular priority, and a sequence of connected green ways and 

spaces.  Each of the L scale communities maintains a connection to the water’s edge, either 

pulling away or tightly creating a hard vertical edge.  The experience of various edge 

conditions and park sequences connect the historic area of Canton to the Lazaretto 

Lighthouse park.   

 With focus on the L scale campus community as a figure throughout the waterfront, 

and a pivot point of movement transitioning from the northern to southern residential 

communities, a series of exterior spaces focus the ground plane as connective tissue.  

Manipulation and warping of the ground plane and specific landscape edges create exterior 

spaces suitable for the Annual Baltimore Film Festival, as well as the everyday movement of 

the students and residents of the waterfront.   

 Focusing the lens to the M scale, provides a central campus and community building 

for the making, viewing, education and exhibition of the new film industry.  This industry 

has historic roots within the city of Baltimore and acts as an imageable and socio-economic 

generator of development.  Using the same language of movement and edges the series of 

spaces at the S scale create a fluid experience of integrated threshold.  The focus on fields of 

movement and vertical circulation allows occupants to understand the simultaneity and 

overlap of importance between the making, viewing, education and exhibition of the film 

industry.   
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 The reappropriation of an industry for the public is a suitable thesis investigation to 

accompany the reappropriation of an edge for public use.  The interlocking of the idea of a 

city’s edge as a threshold and the process of film as a threshold for the public, strengthens the 

thesis proposal.  Though, it is in the L, M, S and XS scale and the details of connections that 

distinguish this study from other film or post-industrial responses.  The consistency of an 

architectural language implemented at the urban scale and carried through to the construction 

and material of a stair is the true thesis.  The ability to reinforce threshold as an architectural 

language at the XS, S, M, L, and XL levels of inquiry and the use overlapping fields of 

movement to sustain the everyday socio-economic development of a new waterfront 

development is the tool and system of study to achieve the thesis.     
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Chapter 9: Progression of Physical Making 

 
Figure 57: XL Model Built Upon XL Site Drawing 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Figure 58: L Scale Campus Configuration Study 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Figure 59: L Scale Campus Configuration Study 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Figure 60: L Scale Parti A, Physical Model 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Figure 61: L Scale Parti A, Physical Model (2) 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Figure 62: L Scale Parti B, Physical Model 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Figure 63: L Scale Parti C, Physical Model 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Figure 64: L Scale Parti D, Physical Model 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Figure 65: L Scale Parti D, Physical Model (2) 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Figure 66: L Scale Parti E, Physical Model 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Figure 67: L Scale Parti E, Physical Model (2) 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Figure 68: L Scale Parti E, Physical Model (3) 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Figure 69: L Scale Campus Physical Model
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Figure 70: L Scale Campus Physical Model (3) 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Figure 71: L Scale Campus Physical Model (4) 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Figure 72: L Scale Campus Physical Model (5) 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Figure 73: L Scale Campus Physical Model (6) 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Figure 74: L Scale Campus Physical Model (7) 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Figure 75: L Scale Campus Physical Model (8) 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Figure 76: L Scale Campus Physical Model (9) 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Figure 77: L Scale Campus Physical Model (10) 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Figure 78: M Scale Physical Model 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Figure 79: M Scale Physical Model (2) 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Figure 80: M Scale Physical Model (3) 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Figure 81: M Scale Physical Model (4) 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Figure 82: M Scale Physical Model (5) 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